ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

98
where  σ is the effective stress tensor, σ is the total stress tensor, 
where Ε is the mechanical stiffness tensor, T β is the thermal expansion coefficient tensor 115 and T is temperature. Thus, elastic strain can be due to changes in the total stress and/or fluid 116 pressure (first term of Eq. (4)) and in temperature (second term of Eq. (4)).
117
A non-linear elastic theory is employed and the elastic moduli that compose the mechanical 
125
The thermal expansion coefficient tensor 
161
The preconsolidation pressure couples the two plastic mechanisms because it appears in both 162 yield surfaces (recall Equations (12) and (13)). The preconsolidation pressure, which is the 163 main hardening parameter, depends on the volumetric plastic strain, (Figure 1 ).
173
The degrees of plastification allow a progressive evolution of the yield surfaces during 2  2  2  2  2  2  22  12  23  13  33  13  23  12  12 13 23 2 2 6 pp 
225
The parameter L n , in order to ensure the convexity of the surface, has its optimum value of - wetting phase, but it expands for higher values of suction.
13
The flow rule of the isotropic mechanism is associated, i.e., the plastic potential equals the 248 yield surface, while the deviatoric flow rule is non-associated. The plastic potentials have the 249 following expressions
252
where  is a non-associativity parameter. Nevertheless, the form of the plastic potentials is
253
unimportant and what matters is their derivative with respect to stress because it determines 254 the flow rules
257
The plastic multipliers p iso  and p dev  are determined from the Prager's consistency condition, 258 which reads
260
where dF is the differential yield surface vector, F is the yield surfaces vector, π is the respectively. All the derivatives, as well as the plastic multipliers, are detailed in Appendix A.
Once the thermo-mechanical stress-strain model is defined, we define the water retention respect to temperature and volumetric deformation, respectively.
281
The yield surface of the degree of saturation for both the drying and wetting paths is 
293 where H  is the coefficient of compressibility for the plastic part of the degree of saturation.
294
If the yield surface is reached, plastic increment of degree of saturation occurs. Since the flow 295 rule is associated, this increment reads which is a low permeability formation with high entry pressure will experience a pressure 345 buildup that will progressively increase during the duration of the CO2 injection (Rutqvist et   346 al., 2010), which will last several decades. This pressure buildup will be due to water flow,
347
but not CO2 flow, because if the caprock integrity is maintained, CO2 will not be able to penetrate into the caprock due to capillarity (Vilarrasa and Carrera, 2015) . Furthermore, CO2
349 reaches the storage formation at a lower temperature than that corresponding to the 350 geothermal gradient, which will eventually cool down the caprock (Paterson et al., 2008) .
351
Since cooling increases the size of the yield surface, the reduction in the strength caused by 352 the stress path direction is partially compensated (Figure 9 ). Thus, in the vicinity of the 353 injection well, were cooling will occur, a larger increase in pore water pressure may be will be smaller and thus, failure conditions will be less likely to occur even though the 358 strength will not be increased by cooling.
359
In the second set of examples, we consider an expansive soil with the properties shown in 360 Table 2 . We consider an initial stress state with
MPa.
361
We assume that the initial temperature equals 20 °C and that the initial suction of the soil is 3
362
MPa, which equals the initial entry pressure and thus, the initial water saturation degree is 1.0. slightly increases due to the thermal stress induced by heating (Figures 10a and 11a) . When 376 suction increases along with temperature (Figures 10b and 11b) , an additional increase in the 377 mean effective stress takes place (recall Equation (1) 
403
The initial yield surface (at point I) coincides with the one shown in Figure 10a for the initial 404 yield. However, suction strengthens the geomaterial, increasing the size of the yield surface
405
(recall Figures 1 and 5) . Thus, the onset of failure occurs at a higher mean effective stress.
406
Nevertheless, since the mean effective stress increases with suction, if the suction increment is 407 very pronounced, plasticity could start at a lower temperature than when suction remains 408 constant because the resulting stress path points more directly towards the yield surface. 
439
The absolute values of temperature and increase in pore water pressure that lead to failure happen. We conclude that constitutive models for geomaterials that include the combined 464 effect of temperature, suction and stress path direction on the yield surface evolution should 465 be used to obtain realistic results and accurately describe coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical 466 processes.
23
APPENDIX A: CONSISTENCY EQUATIONS OF THE THERMO-MECHANICAL
470
PART OF THE MODEL
471
We detail in this Appendix how to obtain the plastic multipliers from the thermo-mechanical 472 part of the model from the Prager's consistency condition
474
Taking into account that the effective stress increment in response to a prescribed strain 475 increment can be expressed as 
and the derivatives of the deviatoric yield surface are obtained using the chain rule 
where the derivatives of the degrees of plastification of the isotropic and deviatoric 
and the derivatives of the deviatoric plastic potential are obtained using the chain rule 
513
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If the two plastic mechanisms were active at the same time, the stress state would be on the 538 intersection between the two yield surfaces. 
and therefore, the plastic multiplier is 
